
Enable automation with RPA in Power Automate

Bring legacy applications into your modern workflow with RPA 

Many organizations have legacy applications that serve vital roles in their workflows, and these applications can help a mult itude of 

functions and business needs. Since many of these applications were created before modern API extensibility, there is a need to 

utilize these apps inside modern workflows without the extensive costs of rewriting these applications.

RPA in Power Automate provides tools to help your organization realize the value of intelligent automation. These impacts can be felt 

across any area of your business: contract processing, document automation, interfacing with legacy apps and modern APIs in a

single workflow, and more. AIS can also help your organization how best navigate the implementation to maximize the platform 

investment and the staff who will benefit from these increased efficiencies.

Intelligent Automation with Power Automate
Streamline process and increase efficiencies with Robotic Process Automation

Many organizations are exploring RPA solutions to gain operating efficiencies, improve 

worker satisfaction, reduce error, and adopt ecosystems like the Power Platform.

Whether you want to migrate from an existing RPA solution into Power Automate or start 

the RPA journey, AIS can help. Our Intelligent Automation services help your enterprise 

through the crucial first steps in RPA adoption and develop a roadmap that meets both 

business objectives and your appetite for platform adoption. We also have the experience 

to help you with the governance, infrastructure, and support needed to succeed.

AIS is your co-pilot in cloud transformation, providing the guidance, resources, and 

expertise to develop a modernization plan tailored to your enterprise requirements.



Contact AIS to learn more:
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Case Study: Automotive retailer 
improves IT efficiency with RPA

An automotive retailer created a now legacy tool to provision 

user accounts, but it was a highly manual and repetitive 
process that involved significant amounts of time for their IT 
staff to work with. AIS created a RPA solution that 
significantly reduced the amount of manual time to interface 
between different systems that terminally provisioned 

accounts with this legacy tool. Not only where the IT staff 
freed to do other work, but errors were greatly reduced due to 
the automated solution built for them. As a result, the 
organization saw significantly reduced operating cost and a 
key process was streamlined.

Goals of this engagement

While RPA’s potential is significant, it requires proper planning, guidance, and nurturing to ensure successful outcomes. AIS has 

years of experience in governing, developing, and optimizing solutions in Azure and the Power Platform. We can help you realize the 

value of this combined ecosystem through intelligent automation and provide measurable and repeatable impact to your business in

many different forms. The following goals are intended for this service offering:

Provide governance 

and infrastructure 

guidance to support 

RPA solutions

Provide discovery 

services on your 

RPA use cases and 

give guidance on the 

best path to success

Understand the 

whole picture of how 

RPA can drive 

business outcomes 

through automation

Install the 

Automation CoE

Starter Kit from 

Microsoft to gain 

reporting on RPA

If necessary, 

plan for 

additional 

development 

and guidance

Create a proof of 

concept to validate 

an outcome or move 

from an existing 

RPA tool

Real outcomes for your enterprise

For most organizations, knowing where to start is the hardest part. That analysis paralysis kicks in if you're here, and prioritization is 

near impossible. We remove the guesswork and help you confidently build a roadmap and execution strategy to achieve your most

important business goals. 

You'll have the necessary technical foundations to ensure initial and ongoing success from this initial project. You will have validation 

that RPA can provide the dynamic gains in efficiency to develop your intelligent automation capability further.

As your partner, your success is our success. That starts with better visibility into your IT environment and a clear path forward. You'll 

come away from this engagement with a better picture of RPA adoption through the Automation Starter Kit and can decide how to

proceed in automating your legacy applications. AIS can support you through advisory or implementation every step of the way.

Case Study: Insurance company improves 
SOX compliance processes with RPA

A major insurance company has a legacy tool that monitors 

database access and must record that information through 
screenshots for SOX compliance. The process was very time 
intensive and very manual. AIS built an intelligent, attended 
automation in Power Automate RPA to take the screenshots 
and store them in SharePoint for their compliance needs. 

Now their time is reduced, errors reduced, and a key 
component of their compliance journey is now automated 
inside of Power Automate building on their already extensive 
Power Platform investments.


